We are launching FindBounce, a Mathematica package for the evaluation of the Euclidean bounce action that enters the decay rate of metastable states in quantum and thermal field theories. It is based on the idea of polygonal bounces, which is a semi-analytical approach to solving the bounce equation by discretizing the potential into piecewise linear segments. This allows for a fast and robust evaluation of arbitrary potentials with specified precision and any number of scalar fields. Time cost grows linearly with the number of fields and/or the number of segments. Computation with 20 fields takes ∼ 2 seconds with 0.5% accuracy of the action. The FindBounce function is simple to use with the native Mathematica look and feel, it is easy to install, and comes with detailed documentation and physical examples, such as the calculation of the nucleation temperature. We also provide timing benchmarks with comparisons to existing tools, where applicable.
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Introduction
False vacuum decay and phase transitions are pervasive topics in particle physics and cosmology. Most physical models of nature contain a portion of parameter space with a local ground state that can transform into a different one with a lower energy, either by quantum or thermal fluctuations. The theory of computing the lifetime of such metastable states began developing some 30 years ago [1, 2, 3, 4] and still poses computational and conceptual challenges.
The task at hand is to find the so-called bounce solution, which is the dominant semi-classical contribution, that estimates the exponential factor B in the false vacuum decay rate Γ A e −B (1 + O( )) .
(1)
The pioneering work of Coleman [2] proposed a general method that applies to any potential. It requires solving a partial differential equation (PDE) in Euclidean space with fixed boundary conditions. An analytical approximation was given in the thin wall regime and an under(over)-shooting argument was made that is typically applied in numerical studies. One of the difficulties in automatic computation for arbitrary potentials resides in the numerical nature of the problem, particularly in the thin wall regime, where the two vacua are nearly degenerate. There, the initial field value has to be chosen with sufficient precision and needs to be sustained throughout the calculation in order to track the stiff PDEs with any chosen integrator. Finally, the field evolution has to stop at the appropriate moment before it slips back into the true vacuum or diverges. Controlling this behaviour requires special care and may lead to numerical inaccuracies.
Closed form analytical solutions are clearly not available for arbitrary potentials. The most common approach is the thin-wall approximation [2] that is applicable to a general class of potentials with nearly degenerate minima. Other cases of soluble problems include the binomial, logarithmic [5] and quartic potentials [6] . For most other cases, numerical approaches are used. For example,b single field renormalizable potentials can be reduced to a single parameter problem by rescaling and then solved numerically using the shooting procedure [7, 8] . In many cases, having bounds on the action may be useful for restricting some particular solutions [9, 10, 11, 12] . Finally, new approaches were proposed recently, based on the tunneling potential [13] and machine learning techniques [14] .
The issues related to finding the bounce become more challenging when theories with multiple scalar fields are considered. Here, the path in field space is not fixed a priori and in general traverses a nontrivial potential landscape. In such case, finding the initial field value via the shooting procedure becomes a highly non-linear problem in the multi-dimensional field space.
There are a number of approaches that tackle the problem of multi-field bounce calculation. These include an improved action method that converts the saddle point into a minimum [15, 16, 17] , numerical functional minimization [18] , path deformation and shooting [19, 20] , frictionless dimensional continuation [21, 22] , semi-analytical techniques [23] , multiple shooting [24] , tunneling potential [25] and numerically solving coupled PDEs with variable coefficients [26] , as well as machine learning techniques [28] . Existing publicly available tools are mostly based on numerical methods and rely on variations of path deformation [20] or multiple shooting [24, 26] . Apart from the approaches described above, perhaps the simplest class of potentials with constant and linear field dependence was studied in [34] . The box-like and triangular shaped potentials with two segments were solved in closed form for D = 4. It turns out this approximation coincides with the thin wall and is therefore quite accurate for nearly degenerate potentials. Its validity was assessed in [35] for a single field and in [36] for multiple fields. Moreover, the combination of linear and quadratic was solved in [37] , while the analytical continuation to Minkowski space was considered in [38] .
Recently, the approach of [34] was extended [40] from the triangular bi-linear setting to an arbitrary polygonal shape, which allows for an arbitrarily precise evaluation. Moreover, both D = 3, 4 spacetime dimensions were worked out and, most non-trivially, an arbitrary number of fields can be considered. We refer to this approach as the polygonal bounce method and is the methodological fulcrum of the FindBounce package. It is a semi-analytical procedure with a simple analytical solution on each segment of the piece-wise linear potential. Any number of segments can be glued together into a single smooth field value function from which an arbitrarily precise bounce action follows. Figure 1 : Left: Linearly off-set quartic potential in gray and the polygonal approximation with N = 7 in blue. Right: The bounce field configuration corresponding to the potential on the left, computed with the polygonal bounce approximation.
The purpose of this work is to implement the polygonal bounce method of [40] in Mathematica and release a publicly available documented software package called FindBounce. It serves to compute the bounce action B for theories with arbitrary number of fields in flat spacetime dimensions D = 3, 4. This is done by the main function FindBounce, which computes the bounce action and returns the associated field solution. The output of the FindBounce is given by a dedicated data structure called BounceFunction. It stores the parameters of the field solution that can be used for further manipulation.
There are a number of phenomenological processes that require knowledge of the bounce action and the associated field configuration. Apart from the requirement that a given beyond the Standard Model (BSM) model should be long-lived enough, the bounce action at finite temperatures is important as well. It is needed to extract the parameters related to gravitational wave production from a first-order phase transition, see e.g. [32, 33, 41, 42, 43, 44] and a recent review on LISA capabilities [45] , EW baryogenesis [46, 47, 48] with the review in [49] , as well as the production of primordial inter-galactic magnetic fields [50, 51, 52, 53, 54] .
In the upcoming section §2, we provide a telegraphic overview of basics regarding false vacuum decay, together with a short review of polygonal bounce features, needed for understanding the FindBounce implementation. The reader who is interested in a quick tryout of the FindBounce package can skip to §3, where the minimal short guide to installation is presented with the most basic examples. More detailed inner workings of the package, with a description of the method and available options is available in §4. Examples with benchmarks, performance, timing and comparisons can be found in §5. We leave the concluding remarks and an outlook for future developments to §6.
Basics of false vacuum decay
The object of interest is the Euclidean action S D of a real scalar field ϕ, defined in D dimensions as
and V (ϕ) is the potential. We already assumed that the solution is O(D) symmetric, as proven for single [29] and multi-field theories [30] . Therefore S D and the field solution depend only on the Euclidean radius ρ 2 = t 2 + x 2 i , which determines the shape of the solution and the size of the appearing bubble. The bounce solution interpolates between the two (or more) minima of the potential V (ϕ), as in Figure 1 , and obeys the following Euler-Lagrange equation with boundary conditions
In the particle analogy [2] , the field rolls down the inverted potential from ϕ 0 with zero velocity and comes to a stop in the false vacuumφ N at ρ = ∞. The usual shooting procedure involves numerically integrating the bounce Eq. (3) and varying ϕ 0 until the boundary conditions are met. Numerical approaches based on shooting require a very precise initial value at ρ = 0, which has to be set carefully due to the 1/ρ friction term. Thereafter, high precision has to be kept throughout the integration, especially close to the thin wall, where the bubble radius becomes large. In addition, the integration has to stop at a certain finite ρ < ∞ before it diverges or oscillates back to the true vacuum.
The polygonal bounce approach, described below, sidesteps these issues. Because the potential is composed of linear segments, the Euclidean time support region of the field is automatically compactified from [0, ∞] to a finite region [R 0 , R N −1 ], as seen on the right panel of Figure 1 . Outside of this range, the field value is constant. This compactification regularizes the solution and makes it numerically stable, especially in thin wall cases.
Polygonal bounce method
The polygonal bounce idea was developed in [40] , where further details regarding the construction and its properties can be found. Here we review the salient features, necessary for understanding the FindBounce implementation. The basic idea is to extend the triangular case in [34] to an arbitrary number of segments and space-time dimensions. Moreover, the work of [40] shows how to go beyond the linear approximation and compute the bounce with any number of fields.
Polygonal construction. To establish the notation, let us start with the single field case and define the potential V s on a linear segment s, with the corresponding field solution ϕ s (ρ)
with s = 1, . . . , N , and D > 2. The list of field values {φ} is called the field segmentation, see the left panel of Figure 1 . By default, the segmentation in FindBounce is taken to be homogeneous and consisting of N = 31 points, or equivalently N − 1 segments. The number of field points can be controlled by the option "FieldPoints", as explained in §4.1. Once the segmentation is fixed, the potential is evaluated on these points. This determinesṼ s = V (φ s ) and thus the a s coefficients in (4) are known. The segmented solutions ϕ s (ρ) then need to be glued together into a continuously differentiable function, which results in the following recursion relations
The matching radii R s then follow from a fewnomial equation and are found to be
Therefore, the entire solution is constructed recursively from the starting values for v s and b s , given by the initial Euclidean radius R in . The polygonal approach exhibits features that simplify the search for the bounce solution. First, one replaces the field value ϕ 0 , which is used in the numerical shooting algorithms, by the initial radius R in . Thus the solution is constructed in terms of the Euclidean spacetime variable and can be rescaled, e.g. ϕ s (ρ; R in ) → ϕ s (ρ; λR in ). This can be seen by considering the initial condition in (3), which gives
In both cases the entire solution is set either by R in or R 0 .
Having two different cases turns out to be useful, too. These come as a consequence of segmentation and the resulting lack of precision to perform the usual shooting. If the segmentation is sufficiently detailed, case A prevails and the field starts rolling from ϕ 0 , otherwise it waits (as in the thin wall case) at the true minimumφ 1 until R 0 and then begins the evolution in ρ. The latter case is particularly suited for thin wall potentials.
Another useful feature of the method is that one can find the segment in field space, where the starting field value ϕ 0 has to be, prior to finding the exact solution. This can be done by scrolling through all the segments, starting fromφ 1 , bracketing the maximal and minimal values of the initial radius R in (R 0 on the minimum, R 1 on the first segment and so on), running the polygonal setup and checking the complexity of the final radius. It turns out [40] that the argument of the square root in (6) equals zero when the final boundary conditions are met. Finding this transition point amounts to solving
in terms of R in . This can done by rescaling R in with Derrick's theorem or with a favourite root finding algorithm, e.g. by using the native FindRoot method in Mathematica. Notice that once the initial radius is found, the initial field value can be expressed directly in terms of it
A convenient measure for checking the accuracy of the solution comes from Derrick's theorem that relates the integrated kinetic and potential pieces of the Euclidean action
Upon rescaling the solution to ϕ(ρ/λ) the action should remain at the minimum if the correct was bounce solution was found, thereby relating T and V S (λ)
The second derivative d 2 S D /dλ is always negative, hence the action is unstable with respect to rescaling, which may cause numerical issues. One way to solve the polygonal bounce is to simply rescale R in by λ and iterate until λ = 1 is reached. In practice, finding the root of λ − 1 by varying R in also turns out to be convenient and is implemented in the FindBounce package.
Going beyond the linear approximation. Once the basic polygonal bounce is obtained, it can be used for various purposes. For example, the V (ϕ) can be expanded to higher orders and the bounce solution can be perturbatively improved. Specifically, expanding to second order gives
The ∂Ṽ s and ∂ 2Ṽ s parameters are determined by requiring the potential to be continuous and differentiable
Here, dṼ s ≡ dV /dϕ(φ s ) are the first derivatives evaluated on the segmentation points. The functional form of the derivative of the potential dV /dϕ can be controlled by the "Gradient" option of the FindBounce function, as explained in §4.1.
The complete bounce solution is then constructed on top of the polygonal one ϕ = ϕ P B + ξ with the addition of the non-homogeneous integral pieces
Similarly to the purely poly-linear case, the α s parameters are already known and so are the constants that enter in I s . What remains to be solved are the ν s , β s and the new matching radii R s . At first sight this construction might look somewhat cumbersome. In particular, it may seem that the matching is not easy to perform due to the non-linear terms in (15) . Keep in mind though that this is a perturbative expansion on top of the polygonal one, therefore we expect the new matching radii to be close to the polygonal solution R s = R s (1 + r s ) with r s < 1. Thus the matching can be performed to the linear order in r s and one ends up with a single linear equation [40] , which is easy to solve and evaluates quickly. Such 2 nd order extension increases the precision of the polygonal approximation, as demonstrated in [40] . The FindBounce function performs it by default and evaluates the derivatives of V (ϕ) automatically. As discussed in §4.1, this behaviour can be controlled by the "Gradient"->Automatic option (default value) and can be turned off with "Gradient"->None, if the simplest polygonal output is required by the user.
Multi-field solution. The calculation of the bounce solution in the presence of multiple scalar fields is a non-trivial computational issue. It is technically involved because one needs to find the initial field value in a higher dimensional field space and then integrate the coupled system of potentially stiff PDEs, which is usually done numerically.
There are a number of works [15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 ] that tackle this issue in different ways. In general, these numerical approaches work either by field path deformation combined with the single field numerical integration or with multiple shooting. The path deformation approach decouples the single field shooting, freezes the solution and minimizes the potential on this background. This procedure is then iterated. The drawback of this approach is that at each step either kinetic or potential piece of the Euclidean action is not completely extremized, which leads to oscillatory iterations and slows down the convergence. Conversely, direct multi-field shooting faces a highly non-linear increase with the number of fields. Both typically suffer from difficulties in the thin wall regime and provide a purely numerical output.
The polygonal approach to multi-fields addresses these common shortcomings by constructing a semianalytical solution with the following features.
1. The functional ρ dependence of the multifield field solution remains as it was in the single field case in Eq. (4). This enables a fast numerical evaluation as well as the possibility to iterate. The final result has a closed analytical form, allowing for further manipulation and parameter extraction. 2. Although the solution is built iteratively, a single iteration takes into account both the kinetic and potential minimization simultaneously when deforming the path in field space via the explicit ρ dependence. This remedies the oscillatory behavior and the solution converges quickly, with the number of iterations reported in the "PathIterations" output of the FindBounce method. 3. As in the single field case, the solution is found in terms of the Euclidean radii variables and exists on a compactified region. Therefore it enjoys all the regularities of the single field case and works well within the thin wall regime, as well as outside. 4. Similarly to the extended case above, the multi-field approach is based on a semi-analytical perturbative expansion. By expanding the solution around a particular path, a linear system for path deformation is obtained. Such systems are easily solvable with fast numerical methods and scale linearly with the number of segments and most importantly with the number of fields.
The starting point for the multifield bounce construction is an initial path in field space, denoted bȳ ϕ is where i is the field index i = 1, . . . , n f and s = 1, . . . , N . This ansatz is fairly arbitrary and can be controlled by the "FieldPoints" option to be ether a straight line connecting the two minima, a triangle through an intermediate (e.g. saddle) point, or any path given by the user, see §4.1.
Once the initial path is given, the polygonalφ is (ρ) is computed along this longitudinal direction and provides the basis for perturbation
In order to stick to the polygonal form, we have to expand the right-hand size around a deformed path ϕ is +ζ is up to the leading constant order in ζ is . Such an expansion keeps the ρ dependence of the field perturbation ζ in the polygonal form
which evaluates quickly and, most importantly, can be iterated.
In contrast to the single field case, the determination of the a is requires some care, because the segmentation changes upon iteration. Subtracting the initial longitudinal pathā is , we get
The FindBounce package evaluates the gradient on segmentation points d iṼs ≡ dV /dϕ i (φ s ) using the vector of functions given by the "Gradient" option. By default, the gradient is extracted analytically from V (ϕ), but it can also be pre-computed and given by the "Gradient" option. Similarly, the mixed second derivatives are given by the "Hessian" matrix d 2 ijṼ s ≡ d 2 V /dϕ i dϕ j (φ s ), see §4.1. The essential reason why the Hessian is needed is because the path in field space is typically curved, which requires the inclusion of second order derivatives that couple the path deformation displacementsζ i in different field directions, which produces a coupled linear system forζ i .
The rest of the construction proceeds as in the extended polygonal case by matching the field values and derivatives
These recursion relations closely parallel the ones in (5), apart from the addition of field indices and the subtraction of the longitudinal ansatzφ that has discrete discontinuities in derivatives between segments. The rest of the setup proceeds similarly to the single field case; we refer the reader to [40] for a detailed discussion. Again, we distinguish between the two cases. Case A has a moving initial point ϕ i0 , while in case B it is fixed in the true vacuum. The matching conditions are derived by requiring the fields to be continuously differentiable along the deformed path,
The linear system forζ is is then solved with the Mathematica's native LinearSolve function. This procedure is iterated until any of the following requirement is achieved: maximum number of iterations controlled by "MaxPathIterations", the amount of path deformation set by "PathTolerance" or the precision of the action set by "ActionTolerance", as explained in §4.1.
Quick installation and running guide

Download and installation
The FindBounce package is released in the .paclet file format, which contains all the code, documentation and other necessary resources. The latest version of .paclet file can be downloaded from the repository "releases" page (https://github.com/vguada/FindBounce/releases) and can be installed by evaluating the following code in Mathematica.
This will permanently install the FindBounce package to the $UserBasePacletsDirectory. To update the documentation, it may be necessary to restart Mathematica. Mathematica will always use the latest installed version. All the previously installed versions of FindBounce can be enumerated by evaluating PacletFind["FindBounce"]. More detailed information about the FindBounce package can be found with PacletInformation["FindBounce"]. All the versions can be uninstalled with PacletUninstall["FindBounce"].
Running
Once the package is installed, load it with Needs.
In In [3] 
The bounce is obtained with the FindBounce function
where the order of the minima is arbitrary.
Here, all the options have their default values and the results can be extracted as follows.
In Notice that the summary box outputs rounded values, e.g. for the action, while directly accessing values from the BounceFunction object is done with default precision. This concludes the simplest demonstration for single field use. More details regarding the other available options and their use are available in §4.1. Before moving on, let us briefly comment on FindBounce argument overloading. It is possible to study arbitrary purely polylinear potentials by providing a set of points and their potential values {φ, V (φ)}:
An example of such use is given in §5.3. Finally, the FindBounce function is overloaded for use with multi-field potentials, in which case the evaluation is done by the following syntax:
where m 1,2 are the two multi-field minima; see §5.5 for definite examples.
Contributing
Please use the issues (https://github.com/vguada/FindBounce/issues) page on the GitHub repository to submit bugs or feature ideas. Pull requests are welcome, however in case of major changes, please open an issue first to discuss what you would like to change. For developers, the instructions on how to run the tests, build the package .paclet file from the source code, and create the documentation, can be found in the CONTRIBUTING.md file. returning the options described below.
• "ActionTolerance" controls the relative variation of the bounce action |∆S|/S between iterations of the initial radius R in while solving the boundary conditions in (5) . FindBounce also supervises the change of the action after each deformation of the path. The default tolerance value is 10 −6 . See for example the right panel of Figure 3 .
• "BottomlessPotential" is a Boolean variable used to specify whether the combination of polygonal and quartic should be used. This option can be used to deal with potentials unbounded from below, as discussed in §5.4. The default value is False.
• "Dimension" defines the number of space-time dimensions, given by the integer D. The default value is D = 4 for zero temperature tunneling via quantum fluctuations. In thermal field theory, the D = 3 action is needed, which is obtained by the following evaluation. • "FieldPoints" controls the segmentation in field space. It is specified either by the integer number of field values or by an explicit list of field values {φ 1 , . . . ,φ N } given by the user.
-"FieldPoints"-> 31 by default. When specified by a single integer N , the segmentation is homogeneously split into N equidistant field points. For multiple scalar fields, the initial trajectory is taken to be a straight line connecting the two minima, e.g. the black dot-dashed line in Figure 7 .
-"FieldPoints"-> {φ}. Arbitrary segmentations can be given with an explicit set of field coordinates as an input. The order of the minima is not important, FindBounce recognizes the higher one as the false vacuum state. For single field potentials field points remain fixed, while for multi-fields they move when the path is being updated.
• "Gradient" controls the evaluation of the bounce beyond the poly-linear approximation of V (ϕ), as in (12) . There are three available option values.
-"Gradient"-> Automatic by default. FindBounce computes the bounce by taking into account the 2 nd order approximation to V (ϕ) in (12) . The gradient function(s) of the potential needed in (18) -"Gradient"-> {dV /dϕ i }. The set of gradient functions can also be pre-computed, stored and given as an input with this option. This can be used in multiple evaluations and scanning to save the computation time. See for example §5.5.
-"Gradient"-> None. With this setting, the 2 nd order extension is turned off and the polygonal method is implemented in the poly-linear approximation. This may be necessary when the the derivative of the potential is discontinuous, as in §5.2.
• "Hessian" option for multi-field bounce calculations regulates the evaluation of the second derivatives d 2 V /dϕ i dϕ j in (18) . -"Hessian"-> {d 2 V /dϕ i dϕ j }. Similarly to the "Gradient" option above, the Hessian matrix of functions can be provided externally by the user to speed up the calculation.
• "MaxPathIterations" can be used to control the maximum number of times the path can be iterated after starting from the initial ansatz; the default value is 3. See for example §5.5.
• "MaxRadiusIterations" sets the maximum number of iterations to compute the initial radius R in that satisfies Eq. (11); the default value is 100. Generically, FindBounce takes about O(1) iterations to compute the action up to the default tolerance value. However, this option may be overridden by the ActionTolerance requirement, which prioritizes the precision of the action and thus allows for a larger number of iterations.
• "MidFieldPoint" allows the user to control the segmentation by setting a single arbitrary intermediate field point between the two minima, such as saddle points.
-"MidFieldPoint"-> None by default: the segmentation is a homogeneously discretized straight line in field space connecting the two minima.
-"MidFieldPoint"->φ int The segmentation is divided byφ int into two homogeneous segmentations. It consists of two straight lines that connect the two minima with the intermediate field pointφ int .
See §5.2 for single field and section §5.5 for a multi-field example.
• "PathTolerance", controls the search with multiple scalar fields, where the path in field space changes with each iteration. Its value specifies the maximal allowed deviation of the path from one iteration to another. It is defined as the maximum length of deformation of any field point after each iteration, normalized to the total length of the path: max s ζ s /L path with default value 10 −2 .
The FindBounce stops if either "MaxPathIterations", "PathTolerance" or "ActionTolerance" is satisfied.
Bounce function output and manipulation
The results of the calculation are bundled in the BounceFunction container, which stores various parameters and other properties of the solution. The BounceFunction is rendered in Mathematica notebooks with a summary box that contains some minimal amount of information: the shape of the field solution, Euclidean action and the number of space-time dimensions. The list of all the available properties can be accessed with the following syntax: • "Action" gives the value of the Euclidean bounce action.
• "BottomlessPotential" returns the constant factor of the quartic potential V 0 of Eq. (23) . See §5.4 for an example.
• "Bounce" returns the piece-wise smooth function that characterizes the bounce solution ϕ(ρ). It can be evaluated as a continuous function, see section §5.5 for an example.
• "Coefficients" provides the constant factors {v is , a is , b is } in Eqs. (4) and (17) that define the multi-field (polygonal) bounce solution in each segment. See §5.4 for an example.
• "CoefficientsExtension" provides the constant factors {ν is , α is , β is , ∂ 2Ṽ s } in Eqs. (13) and (14) that define the extension of the multi-field (polygonal) bounce solution ξ and I in each segment.
• "Dimension" returns the number of space-time dimensions in which the bounce was computed, where finite (zero) temperature corresponds to D = 3 (D = 4).
• "PathIterations" reports the number of times the path in field space was deformed from the initial ansatz and an upper limit set by the "MaxPathIterations" option.
• "Path" gives a list of pointsφ s = ϕ(R s ) that defines the trajectory of the bounce in field space. This output can be used as an initial path ansatz to save time when finding the bounce solution for similar potentials, see section §5.5 for an example.
• "Radii" returns the list of radii R s where the segments are joined from R in to R N −1 .
BouncePlot. In addition to the BounceFunction described above, a plotting function wrapper BouncePlot is available, such that the field configuration(s) can be plotted with ease. The BouncePlot behaves similarly to the native Plot, where the default options can be changed as shown in the example below. Multi-field bounce solutions, given as a list of functions, can also be plotted simultaneously. 
Examples
This section contains a number of examples, test cases and demonstrations of the FindBounce method. Each subsection contains a simple self contained code that can be easily reproduced in Mathematica. All of the examples given here (and more) are available also in the Mathematica documentation of FindBounce after installation.
We start with the single field benchmark in §5.1 that showcases the use of some available options and return values of FindBounce listed above in §4. One of the main aspects is the performance in terms of the precision of the action and timing in thick and thin wall regimes. In particular, timing scales linearly with the number of field points.
We consider the exactly solvable quartic-quartic case in §5.2 that shows how FindBounce deals with such non-trivial cuspy potentials. In §5.3 we use the purely polygonal example with N = 5 points to reproduce the curious case of the disappearing instanton in the presence of additional local minima. We show how FindBounce can estimate the escape point ϕ 0 of unstable potentials in §5.4 by combining the exact linear solution to an exact (unstable) quartic one.
For multi-field applications, we first perform the simplest study with two fields in §5.5, where we demonstrate how to control the precision and speed of the evaluation as well as the use of an arbitrary path ansatz. We also demonstrate the use of FindBounce on effective and thermal potentials and give a demonstration on computing the nucleation temperature. In the final sub-section §5.7, we address the bounce calculation with an arbitrary number of fields and test the FindBounce method with up to twenty fields. We compare the results with other existing methods and demonstrate that the time demand of the FindBounce function scales linearly with the number of fields. Let us consider a generic renormalizable scalar potential with terms up to the quartic power. Such potentials in general feature an unstable ground state, as seen on the left panel of Figure 2 . Using the re-scaling properties of both the field ϕ and the ρ from (3), one can rewrite V as a function of a single parameter α, as [68] V (ϕ) ≡ 1 2
Single field benchmark
Here 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 covers all the possible scenarios going from thick to thin wall respectively. The bounce configuration for a particular α and the number of field points N in 3 space-time dimension can be obtained by FindBounce with: The resulting action for different values of α is plotted on the right panel of Figure 2 and is normalized to N = 400 field points, which is already very precise. The accuracy of the action improves with the number of field points and goes below the percent level with N = 30 segmentation points in both, thin and thick wall. As expected, the convergence is faster for thin walls since the minimal N = 3 case already coincides with the thin wall solution. Note also that in this case, the 2 nd order correction of the potential is taken into account by default and the convergence is faster than the pure polygonal calculation.
The construction of the bounce solution, in particular the v s , b s parameters, already indicates that adding more segments does not require significant additional computing cost: evaluation time of the sums in (5) grows linearly. Thus it is to be expected that the total time should grow linearly with the number of field points, which is indeed the case, as displayed in Figure 3 . Note that the FindBounce performance is similar for both thick and thin walls, with a ∼ 10% faster evaluation in the thin wall regime.
This behaviour should be contrasted with numerical approaches based on under-over-shooting. There, the very thin wall limit requires an exponential amount of precision in finding ϕ 0 1 . This may cause numerical approaches to fail or significantly reduce the speed of computation. FindBounce instead relies on the R in , which is found by extremizing the action, similar to the original thin wall approach [2] . Such change of variables thus provides a more stable universal behaviour near the thin wall limit.
Speed and accuracy can be controlled as explained in §4.1. The bounce field configuration and the action can be computed with different requirements for "ActionTolerance", as shown on the right panel of Figure 3 . Even though the boundary conditions are not exactly satisfied at the first segment around ρ 3, the rest are joined analytically and the solution is smooth. Despite the discontinuity, the bounce action is fairly precise and within the limits of required action tolerance. For comparison, we also show the Euclidean action with different number of "FieldPoints"-> 10, 100, computed with the default "ActionTolerance"-> 10 −6 , which shows how the action converges with the number of field points.
As a final comment, one can use the "FieldPoints" option to specify a fixed custom segmentation from which the bounce is obtained. This feature may be useful when dealing with non-homogeneous potentials that contain flat pieces, followed by local features. In such cases, rather than increasing the number of field points, constructing a custom segmentation may be more beneficial. In the following subsection we give one such example, where a bi-homogeneous segmentation, set by the "MidFieldPoint" option gives a more stable output. 
Quartic-quartic potential
Perhaps the cleanest way of testing the FindBounce package is to compare it to one of the few nontrivial analytical closed-form solutions that are available [6, 34, 37, 56] . Here, we consider the two joined quartic potentials studied in [37] .
For the sake of illustration we choose a potential with fixed local extrema and leave a single parameter ∆V , which controls the potential difference between the false and true vacua. As shown on the left of Figure 4 , we vary ∆V from -20 (thick wall) to ∆V = −0.1 (thin wall). The corresponding action values are computed with different number of field points and are shown on the right panel. They are evaluated at D = 4 and normalized to the known exact value.
The FindBounce syntax used for this calculation is again simple.
In Notice that the first derivative of the potential, required in Eq. (13), is not well defined at the origin ϕ = 0, therefore the default evaluation of the gradient, as well as the automatic extension of the polygonal approach, was turned off with "Gradient"-> None. If this were not the case, FindBounce would issue a warning message and automatically return the solution computed without the gradient extension. Due to the absence of the second order correction, the convergence is a bit slower compared to the previous example in §5.1. Nevertheless, FindBounce finds the solution within 1% accuracy for 50 (100) field points in thin (thick) wall regime. The other option used above is the "MidFieldPoint", which was used to set the intermediate field point of the segmentation to ϕ = 0, see the left panel of Figure 4 . This feature is optional but stabilizes and improves the accuracy of the bounce action, especially with a small number of field points.
Intermediate minima and disappearing instantons
A number of physically motivated models may feature a non-trivial potential with many local minima. Such situations appear in multiple axion and relaxion-type potentials. Here we demonstrate the use of the polygonal approach to analyze the minimal polygonal potential with an intermediate minimum, i.e. the two-triangle construction with N = 5 field points, shown on the left of The value of the potential at the mid-pointṼ 3 controls the depth of the intermediate minima and the resulting bounce solution. As this is lowered below the highest extremumṼ 3 <Ṽ 5 , two types of transitions are possible. The direct tunneling fromṼ 5 toṼ 1 (the ABC) instanton, or a two-step transition first from V 5 toṼ 3 (AB) and then fromṼ 3 toṼ 1 , the BC instanton. The right panel of Figure 5 shows the associated rates and the total decay rate, defined by
The point of emphasis is that the direct ABC transition exists only up to a certain value ofṼ 3 and then suddenly disappears. This behavior of a disappearing instanton was pointed out in [58] and explained in the thin wall approximation. In order to construct the bounce of the direct solution, the field should traverse fromφ 1 toφ 3 with a radius associated to the BC transition and finally fromφ 3 toφ 5 at the AB radius. Clearly, to have a meaningful solution R BC < R AB . However, when we lower the intermediate minimum,Ṽ 3 comes increasingly close toṼ 1 , thus R AB grows larger, and thereby Γ AB decreases until direct tunneling via the ABC instanton becomes impossible. This is seen on the right panel of Figure 5 , where the Γ ABC in black suddenly disappears. Of course, the two-step decay still exists, i.e. Γ AB and Γ BC are in fact non-zero. 2 To study such particularly simple settings, FindBounce allows the user to manually set individual values of the potential as a list of points in field space φ 1 ,Ṽ 1 , . . . , ϕ N ,Ṽ N . For example, the direct ABC instanton of Figure 5 is obtained with the following syntax. Note also that the order of points in the list is arbitrary and can be given from left to right or vice versa.
Potentials unbounded from below
In this section, we demonstrate how FindBounce can be used to deal with unstable potentials. Many BSM theories contain portions of parameter space with unstable field directions, such that local ground states may tunnel into the unstable region. This seems to be the case for the Standard Model as well, with the estimated lifetime significantly longer than the age of the universe, see e.g. [70, 71, 72, 73, 74] .
Note that the quartic-quadratic potentials do not admit the bounce solution at tree level due to scale invariance [75] , however the bounce may exists after the inclusion of quantum corrections. In any case, one might expect the unstable direction to be dominated by the negative quartic term at large field values.
The escape point can be found either by the usual numerical shooting method or with the polygonal approach. However, due to the steepness of the unstable direction, polygonal segments might need to be extend to large values, which may require a large number of segments. In order to provide a good estimate for large ϕ 0 , we demonstrate how the poly-linear potential with many segments can be joined with an exact unstable quartic solution. This functionality is implemented in FindBounce single field potentials in D = 4. It can be turned on with the "BottomlessPotential"-> True, option, together with the field valuesφ N andφ 2 . The latter is the point where the PB is connected to the unstable quartic.
To understand how the estimate works, consider the quartic potential V q and the associated solution
where v q and b q are constants of integration and a q > 0 is a dimensionless parameter of the potential. Assuming the unstable ϕ 4 term dominates for large field values, a q is fixed by equating it to the ϕ 4 coefficient of the input potential V (ϕ). Similar to the pure polygonal construction explained in section §2 above, the quartic piece of the potential can be matched to the polygonal ones. In particular, the coefficients b q , v q are then determined by the boundary conditions ϕ q (R 2 ) = ϕ P B (R 2 ) =φ 2 andφ q (R 2 ) =φ P B (R 2 ). What remains to be determined is the matching radius R 2 , which can be found with FindRoot, similar to the polygonal case above. Finally, we fix V 0 by requiring the potential to be continuous.
We demonstrate the use of FindBounce in such unbounded transitions with the following example, where we specify the minimum at ϕ = 0 and the connecting point to the quartic at ϕ = 5. The potentials of interest are shown on the right side of Figure 6 where the red, solid blue and black lines represent the pure quartic V q , polygonal-quartic and the input potential, respectively. The dashed blue line is the pure quartic potential (23) that was joined to the polygonal potential. Its parameters are given by "Coefficients" and BottomlessPotential as shown in the syntax below. The bounce solution given by FindBounce is then shown on the right of Figure 6 . Notice that the materialization of the bounce happens at ϕ 0 ∼ 90, much above the connecting point at ϕ = 5.
Two field benchmark
Many extensions of the SM feature additional scalar fields. These may be SM singlets or charged under extended (possibly hidden) gauge symmetries. Typically, their introduction brings in a new physics scale leading to phenomenology relevant to neutrino mass origin, dark matter or other fundamental issues. Most importantly, extra scalars can couple to the SM Higgs and may alter the vacuum structure, potentially triggering a first order phase transition. The number of additional fields in generic SM extensions may be large. However, in many cases it may be sufficient to consider the dynamics of two fields only.
As a simple multi-field example in FindBounce, let us consider such two field potential with parameters chosen such that the field dynamics produces a large curvature in field space. We start with the simplest tree-level potential at zero temperature, compute the bounce action and show some additional features of FindBounce. In the upcoming §5.6 we show how to deal with finite temperature and thermal corrections.
Let us then consider the following example, where we call FindBounce on the two minima and ask it to connect them with an intermediate point, set by "MidFieldPoint". We also show how the pre-computed gradient function can be specified. The code above returns the bounce field configuration corresponding to the solid blue line in field space, shown on the left of Figure 7 . The Euclidean time profiles (h(ρ), s(ρ)) can also be plotted easily and are shown on the right of Figure 7 . The dashed lines in Figure 7 represent the different choices of the initial path. By default, FindBounce chooses a straight line from one minimum to the other, seen by the black dashed line. In case there is a specific point that the segmentation should follow, such as the saddle point, or an arbitrary point in the above example, it is specified with the "MidFieldPoint" option. Finally, one can start with a completely arbitrary initial path, set by the "FieldPoints" option. In the example above, the dashed red line on the left of Figure 7 was obtained with a parabola connecting the two minima. The latter option is particularly useful when we already have some idea about the path in field space, e.g. when performing potential parameter scans.
Whatever the choice of the initial path is, FindBounce iterates the path deformation procedure until it reaches at least one of the following three conditions. 1. The maximum number of iterations, controlled by "MaxPathIterations". Here, zero means no perturbation of the initial path; i.e. all the dashed lines in Figure 7 were obtained by setting "MaxPathIterations"-> 0. 2. Path deformation measure, controlled set up by "PathTolerance", as explained in §4.1. 3. "ActionTolerance" that directly measures the change of the Euclidean action between iterations.
The resulting field configurations are shown in solid blue line on the left of Figure 7 .
Thermal corrections and nucleation temperature
As a phenomenological application of FindBounce, let us compute the nucleation of temperature of a SM extension with a real scalar singlet. This model may support a first order phase transition and might successfully explain phenomena such as baryogenesis [76, 77, 78, 79, 80] , dark matter [81, 82, 83, 84] and act as a possible source of gravitational waves [85, 86, 87, 88, 89] .
We consider the SM Higgs h together with the singlet scalar singlet field s. For simplicity, we assume an additional Z 2 symmetry and define the tree-level renormalizable potential
One-loop thermal corrections to the potential above can be computed using the equations presented in the Appendix §A. For excellent references, see [90, 91] , a review [92] or textbook [93] . The exact thermal one-loop functions JB /F in (A.3) were implemented efficiently in C++ [94] and can be employed in Mathematica with the provided interface. However, we remain in the high-T limit and use the closed form given in Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5). These are valid up to O(T 4 ), while neglecting the contributions of the quartic coupling of the potential for simplicity. As shown in [95] , the thermal one-loop corrections to the potential in (24) at high-T are given by
Here we considered the W, Z gauge bosons and the top quark contributions to the effective potential and neglected the other light fermions. Following [26, 95] , the three level potential (24) can be redefined as a function of the critical temperature and couplings of the singlet fields {T C , λ s , λ} respectively. Taking into account the constrains that lead to a first order phase transition and requiring that the deeper minimum becomes our Higgs vacuum as T is lowered, the effective quadratic couplings turn into:
The corresponding vacuum expectation values (vevs) are then
where v is the SM vev at zero temperature and the minima of the potential are {v h (T ), 0} and {0, v s (T )}.
With the thermal and quantum corrections in place, we can show how the nucleation temperature T N can be computed with FindBounce. The T N is defined as the temperature when the probability for a single bubble to be nucleated within one horizon volume is ∼ 1 [96] . Assuming radiation domination and the SM degrees of freedom in the thermal plasma, the above requirement roughly translates to B = S 3 /T N ≈ 140.
Let us consider the benchmark in [26, 28] and use FindBounce to determine the variation of B with temperature.
In The nucleation temperature we get is approximately 81 GeV, where B 10 (B 31 ) is the normalized action obtained with with 10(31) field points. Clearly, one can improve the precision by increasing the number of field points "FieldPoints" and action tolerance with "ActionTolerance". However, it should be kept in mind that one should also consistently consider quantum corrections, daisy resummation terms, the pre-factor A in (1) and contributions from lighter fermions, among others. Taking the above leading contributions only, FindBounce with only a few field points (10) already gives a reasonably accurate estimate, while being computationally inexpensive.
Beyond two fields
We devote this section to the estimates of the computational time of FindBounce with an arbitrary number of fields. We start with a simple example and show the Mathematica code to obtain the minima and compute the bounce configurations. Our main result is that the time requirement increases linearly with respect to the number of fields and that the calculation with 10 fields takes ∼ 1 second. We compare the results to other available packages in the literature and test FindBounce with up to 20 fields.
From [26] , we consider the multi-field potential as a function of the number of fields,
where c i take values between 0 to 1. The position of the minima is a point in field space with components close to 0 and 1. Given the number of fields n ϕ = 6 and a constant set of random parameters c i , the code to compute the bounce is: Since c i were chosen at random, FindRoot might not find the minimum of the potential but a saddle point instead. In such case FindBounce returns $Failed. For more general potentials, the extrema can be computed with Vevacious [97] , which is a tool that finds all the tree-level extrema of a generic one-loop effective potential.
With the multi-field potential defined in (29) , we are ready to compute the action, estimate the computation time and compare to the existing tools. We vary the number of fields from the single field case going up to twenty fields. The results are collected in Table 1 and on the left of Figure 8 , together with results obtained by other methods. The parameters for n ϕ ≤ 8 were taken from [26] , while for n ϕ > 8 they were chosen randomly, as listed in the Appendix §B. The comparison includes the FindBounce with 10, 30 and 100 field points, CosmoTransition(CT) [20] , AnyBubble(AB) [24] , BubbleProfile(BP) [26] and SimpleBounce(SB) [27] . The action values for the other methods were adopted from [26, 27] .
We find that the action computed with N 20 field points is accurate up to roughly 1%, as shown on the left panel of Figure 8 . Similarly, bounces with "FieldPoints"-> 10, 30 in Table 1 are accurate to 1% level or below. Table 1 also shows how the accuracy of the action improves with the number of field points. In particular, the N = 100 case reproduces the values of the action obtained by other methods. Therefore, it is clear that one can use FindBounce with any type of potential to get the arbitrarily precise bounce action by adjusting the "FieldPoints" and "ActionTolerance" settings.
Note that the parameters c i that regulate the multi-field potential for n ϕ ≤ 8 were chosen in a way that the bounce solution belongs to the thick wall regime. This is well suited for numerical shooting methods and typically gives the action of O(10), as seen in Table 1 . For larger number of fields n ϕ > 8, the parameters were chosen at random, see Table B .2 and the resulting action in Table B.3 contains both small and large values, in particular n ϕ = 15, 19 that belong to the thin wall regime. Clearly, FindBounce can deal with both cases quite efficiently.
Let us turn to the timing performance of FindBounce. As explained in the PB method section §2.1, we expect this increase to be linear. Indeed, as shown on the right panel of Figure 8 in solid lines, the time consumption of FindBounce scales linearly with the number of fields n ϕ . This behaviour is independent of the number of field points, i.e. for different colors of the solid lines in Figure 8 and covers both thin and thick wall cases. Moreover, the time demand of FindBounce with respect to the number of field points also scales linearly in the multi-field scenarios.
A reliable timing comparison to other tools could be somewhat involved. The running time clearly depends on the CPU capabilities and the optimization efficiency of the implementation in a given computer language. In our setup, the computation time of FindBounce for 10 (20) fields turns out to be less than 1(2) seconds for the default value with 31 field points. This was computed on a desktop system using the Mathematica native functions AboluteTiming and RepeatedTiming running on a desktop iMac 10.12.6, equipped with an Intel Core i7, processor speed 3.4 GHz and 16 GB of DDR3 RAM clocked at 1.6 GHz.
For the other implementations, the timing reports were adopted from [26] and [27] . We find FindBounce to be comparable to these tools in terms of speed performance, as shown on the right side of Figure 8 . In particular, the time demand with N = 10 field points is comparable to the values quoted by SimpleBounce and CosmoTransition. It should be noted though that the above tools are implemented in C++ and Python, while FindBounce was coded straightforwardly in Mathematica, with no significant numerical optimization.
Conclusions and outlook
The FindBounce package presented in this work performs the task of calculating the semi-classical contribution to the false vacuum decay rate, the so-called bounce field configuration and the associated Euclidean action. We demonstrated the basic use of the FindBounce function implemented in Mathematica, as well as the extended options and manipulation of the output. The current version of the package can deal efficiently with single and multi-field calculations, ranging up to 20 fields in a matter of seconds.
There are a number of physically relevant directions one can pursue, that may be implemented in the future versions of the FindBounce framework. An obvious question relates to the growth of the bubble after nucleation, which is governed by the bounce equations in Minkowski space-time [2] . An initial step in this direction was done in [38] and may be generalized straightforwardly to more segments and fields. Moreover, matching such solutions to subsequent tunneling may be needed when potentials with multiple minima are considered. We leave this fascinating subject for future studies [64] .
Another ubiquitous phenomenon is the tunneling without barriers into an unstable region of the potential. In this version of the FindBounce package, we demonstrate how this is done for single field theories by matching the polygonal potential onto an unstable quartic potential. Extension to multi-field case requires additional care and we leave it for an updated version.
The total decay rate in (1) depends on both the bounce and the pre-factor A [3] , which is in general not easily calculable. Numerical approaches were done in D = 3 [65, 66] and for D = 4 [67, 68] , for recent developments in treating gauge fields, see also [69, 73, 74] . The use of the polygonal method in computing the pre-factor was demonstrated in [40] , where the semi-analytical bounce background was used for numerical computation of the fluctuation operator eigenfunctions, while the WKB integrals could be performed analytically. It may be feasible to revisit the calculation of the pre-factor ab-initio by considering the polygonal (or its second order extension) potential in a more direct way by calculating the eigenfunctions of the second derivative of V (ϕ). This would offer an extension beyond the thin wall case [98] , an arbitrary precision with more segments and, perhaps most interestingly, to multiple fields.
The semi-analytical approach to computing the bounce field configuration and the action at finite temperature is relevant for characterizing the strength of the potential phase transitions. In particular, we saw how one can determine the nucleation temperature T N , that happens below the critical temperature, using the output from the FindBounce result. Similarly, one can get an analytical insight in the gravitational wave spectra by computing the α and β parameters [45] , which are related to the strength and the position of the maximum in the frequency range. We intend to return to these issues in future instalments of the FindBounce approach. Table B .2: Multi-field potential parameters c i that define the potential in (29) .
for single field potentials and by Eq. (29) for multifields. The relevant parameters c i for higher number of fields are given by the list in Table B .2 with the corresponding actions listed in Table B .3. Note that the last component of the parameters c nϕ+1 controls the degeneracy of the vacua. Tiny values of this parameter corresponds to thin wall scenarios, which is the case for the potentials with 15 and 19 fields. There, the action is notably larger. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 8 , the computational time of the bounce action is practically independent of whether the bounce is computed in thin or thick wall regime. Table B .3: The bounce action of the single and multi-field potential in Eq. (B.1) and (29) , respectively computed using FindBounce with 10, 30 and 100 number of field points.
